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ABS rR ACT 
A calculations method is presented which uses a n always 
stable explicit finite difference technique to solv~ the 
coupled par tial differential equations for t he t wo-
dimensional boundary layer in either cylindrical or Carte s ian 
coordinates. The method can also be used to calcula te the 
axial pressure gradients and sa t isfy total conser vat ion o f 
mass for internal flows. Turbul ent shear and heat flux t erms 
have been modeled with "effective" viscosities and t hec mal 
conductivities, an d diffe r ent models ma y easily be tested. 
The viscous dissipation term has been kept in the ~n ecg y 
equation. Se veral boundary a nd initial cond itio ns are a va il-
able to s olve most pipe, parallel plate channel, an1 fl at 
plate fl ows . Various models for fluid properties ace used in 
the program, and other mod e ls oc tables may b~ ajded by 
making small chang es . Results of the present method are pce-
sented an d compared to experimental da ta and other predic-
tions for laminar a nd turbu len t flo ws in pipes and c hannels 
and over flat plates. A complete listing of the c omputer 




Convective heat transfer i s an important methoj of 
cooling or heating. Because of the high temperatures in-
volved in nuclear reactors, rockets, ani other devices , prop -
~rty variations greatly influence the temperature and 
velocity distributions, and co nstant property assumptions no 
longer yield good results. Analytical methods which readily 
yield results are se verel y restricted to the propert y varia-
tions they can handle. Numerical methods seem to be the 
easiest way to handle an arbitrary property variation. Once 
the basic computer program has be en de veloped, a table of 
properties can be input for any s ubstance, and a solution can 
be obtained. Also, arbitrary boundary and initial conditions 
can be handled by simply inputting the values. 
Interna l fluid flow with heat tran5fe r occurs in many 
engineering applications. It will be sbJwn that boundary 
layer as sumptions apply, except very near the inlet, and lead 
to good predictions for heat transfer and pressure irop in 
pipe and channel flows. So, a numerical solution of the 
boundary layer equations wou ld seem to be a good approach to 
solving internal flow cases with property variations, and ar-
bitrary boundary and initial conditions. Simila I:' approaches 
have been tried to some extent before, and have been found 
successful (3, 11, 26). 
2 
The first finite diffe rence solutions for inte rnal flows 
were plane Poiseuille and Couette flow developments by Bodoia 
and OsteI:"le (5) in 1 96 1. In 1964, HoI:'ntleck (10) used fin ite 
diffel:'ence methods to obtain a solution to laminal:' flow in 
the entrance region of a pipe. Laminar heat t ransfe r solu-
tions for internal flows wel:'e obtained numerically by WJrsoe -
Schmidt and Lepper t (35) in 1965 , and PI:'esler (23, 24) and 
Schade and McEligot (26) i n 1971. Finite diffe l:'ence metho~s 
have only recently been applied to turbulent flows . ~cEligJt 
et al. (3, 14, 27) have obtained some solut ions for turbulent 
inteI:"nal heat tl:'ansfer cases (without viscous dissipation) in 
1970 and 1971. All previous inte rnal flow calcu lations have 
used implicit finite difference techniques. Although explic-
it methods are algebraically simpler because they solve di-
rectly for one var iable at a tim e , for t urbu le nt flo ws , the 
ordinary explicit methods require very small streamwise steps 
for stability reasons. Implicit finite difference techniques 
are not a s r estricted in the step si zes they can take, but 
they mus t solve a set of si mult aneous algebraic equati ons 
after each streamwise step. Pletcher (2 0 , 2 1, 22) has used 
an always stabl e explicit method of DuFo rt and Frankel (8), 
which requires no iterations, for calculating external bound-
ary layer flows. This method is algebraically simple , and 
the step sizes are not restricted f or stability reas ons. 
3 
This thesis presents the development of a computer pro-
gram which extends this explicit formulation of DuFort and 
Frankel to solve the c ouple d partial differential equations 
for internal flows. The program is capable of handling 
laminar or turbulent pipe and channel flows with uniform or 
fully developed initial velocity profiles and uniform initial 
temperature profiles. Heat transfe r boundary conditions can 
be any arbitrary distribution of wall temperature or heat 
flux. 
A major challenge i s the selection of a turbul e nt model . 
Once the basic program has been de veloped , only small 
changes must be ma de to test different models. Also , 3mall 
changes can be made to calcu late different flo w p roble ms , 
such as f lows with blowing a nd suction and flo ws in an~uli. 
The extens ion of the program to include area change loo ks 
promising . 
4 
MATHEMATICAL STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The problem being considered is steady turbulent flow 
through a pipe or channel with heat tran5fer an~ property 
variations. The axial velocities and l e ng ths are much 
greater than those normal to the duct wall. An order of mag-
nitude analysis reduces Reynolds equati~ns to the turbulent 
momentum boundary layer equation. This equation is valid 
everywhere except possibly very near the entrance where the 
second derivative of u in the axial direct ion may n~t be 
negligibly small. With the assumptions of no bo1y for ces and 
no e variations (see fig. 1), the momentum e quati on in 
cylindrical coordinates is: 
P U Cl u + au rtn 1 a '"' x P Vl\':":"=-g :::li:'..+- -
Q ay c dx r ay 
T 
au = l..1 -- p \l'vT Cl y 
(r T) (la) 
(lb) 
A model must be chosen for the turbulent transport t e rm 
P u• v •. Prandtl's mixing length theory suggests using: 
- p u I v' = p R.2 I aul au ay ay 





1 . cylindrical coordinate system used for 
flow in pipes . 
' ll/llll////l/ll///ll/llll/tl/111/t 
t:,,,,,,~;;7;;;7;;;;;7;; )/)//))))) 
Figure 2 . Cartesian coo rd ina te system used for 
flow between pa ral le l plates or over a 
flat plate . 
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An effective viscosity which is a s um of th~ laminar and 
turbulent components can be introduced such that: 
(2) 
(3) 
µ = P R2 laul 
t ay 
(4) 
The turbulent component of viscos ity µt, which is caus ed by 
globules of fluid exchanging mom entum between "layers" of 
£luid moving at different velocities, is , e xc~ pt very near 
the wall, generally much lar ger than the laminar component. 
A mixing length model which has given good r es ults is: 
R, = K y (1 - exp (-y+ / A+)) 
1 = 0 .089 0 
for t ...s 0.089 o 
for all other y 
(5) 
Prandtl originally suggested that i= Ky . Van Drie st add~d the 
+ + damping f actor (1-exp(-y /A )) to account for the laminar 
s u b 1 a y er • Th e cut o ff a t 0 • O 8 9 cS ha s b ~ e n f ou n d n e c es s a r y 
because of the "wake" r e gion in boundary layer flows . 
An e nergy equation which i s valid for any pure fluid ha s 
been derived using the same assumptions used in obtaining the 
•omentum equation. It i s : 
C at c at u rm l a µeff ,.d yuu)
2 
p u pa x + p v p ay- = J ai" + 3600r a y (r q) + gc J ~ (Ga) 
7 
q = k ~~ - 3600 p cp t 1 v' (6b) 
Since the increases in effective viscosity and effective 
thermal conductivity are due to the same turbulent mechanism, 
it seems reasonable to assume a Reynolj•5 analogy for the 
turbulent shear and heat transfer components . Th e ef f ec tive 
thermal conductivity is th e n written as ~ sum of th~ laminar 
and turbulent components, and the heat flux term in the ener-
gy equation becomes: 
_ k at 




The turbulent compon en t of thermal conduc t ivitity kt is 
caused by the actual mixing of globules of fluid at different 
temperatures, and is generally, e xcept very near the wa ll, 
much larger than the laminar component. The tu rbulent 
Prandtl numbex: (Pr : µ C / kt), whicb. is needed to relate 
t t p 
the turbulent compon en ts o f viscos ity and thermal 
conductivity, has been determined to be ahou t 0.9 for the 
cases tried so far by comparing the results of tti e present 
method with experimental da t a. 
8 
The continuity equation is: 
a (p u r) + a (p v r) = 0 (10) ax ay 
The momentum, energy, and continuity equations are also 
valid for parallel plate channel flows if r :: l (sae fig. 2). 
The equations valid in Cartesian coordinate s (r :: l) may be 
compared with the turbulent boundary layer equations in r e f-
erence (31). 
An added neces sar y constraint for int e rna l f lo~s i s 
overall conservation o f mass. For no blowin g or su=tion, 
this is 
m = f A · p u dA = constant 
The boundary cond itions ar e : 
u(x,O) = 0 




= 0 ay c 




The initial conditions are: 
u(O,y) = u(y) 
t(O,y) = t(y) 
p(O) = Po 
The initial v•s, which should be determined from the 
continuity equation {knowing the initial u's anj p 's), have 
always been set egual to zero because only uniform or fully 
developed initial velocity profiles have been used. 
Densi ty is a function of temperature and pr essure , and 
viscosity, thermal conductivity, and specific heat are con-
sidered as functions of temperature only. Thus, there ar e 
four unknowns (u, v, t, p) and four equations (equations 1, 
6, 10, 11). There are s ufficient boundary and initial condi-
tions so that the mathematical problem i s vell posed. 
/ 
10 
NON-DIMENSIONAL FORMS OF THE GO VERNING EQUATIONS 
To keep the numbers in the computeL the sarn~ order of 
magnitude, all variables were nJn-dimensionalizej ~s indicat-
ed in the list of symbols. The resulting non-dimensional 
equations are: 
momentum 
P"' u au+ " au di? 1 a ( " au) ax P v ay = - ax + R ay R µeff ay 
~ ~ A :2 l~yul ... eff = 1-1 + P '" a 
energy 
continuity 
a < P u R) + a ep v R) = 0 ax ay 
global continuity 
"' " m = !~ p u dA = constant 
1 1 
The non-dimensional boundary and init ial ~onditi~ns are: 
U(X,O) =O 
aul = o 
ax c 
aTI = o ay 
c 
U(O ,Y) = U(Y) 
T(O,Y) = T(Y) 
P(O) = PO 
V(X,O) = 0 




Obtaining a solution to the internal, turbulent flow 
problem with property variations is virtually impossible 
without the aid of a computer. An explicit finite d if fe rence 
technique which is always stable and re~ui res no iterations 
has been chosen to solve thi s problem. The method is a 
Dufort-Frankel formulation used success fully by R. H. 
Pletcher for external flows with property variations (20, 
22). The main difference betwee n the Dufor t-F rankel method 
and other explicit schemes is in tne formulation of the de-
rivatives . The Dufort-Frankel finite difference formulation 
is centered about the point (i, j). Figure 3 shows the finit e 
· difference grid being used. Each of the four equations is 
applied, one at a time, to find o ne dependent variable. If 
the depende nt variable being sought at the (i+1,j) level 
appears at the point (i, j) in a deri vative term, the vari able 
at (i,j) is replaced by the average of the variable at points 
(i+1,j) and (i-1,j). This causes the finite d if ference 
formulation to become always stable, whereas other types of 
explicit schemes are restricted in allo1~d step sizes due to 
stability. More information may be foun1 in references (8) 
and (25). The equation can then be sol~ed dir ect ly for the 
variable at (i+1, j ). Each equation is used, in turn, to cal-
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1 2 3 4---- - ---i-l i t+1-----------
x 
Figur e 3. The finite diffe r e nce grid. 
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knovn at i+1, the solution is marc hed forward ona step and 
all the variables at i+1 become quantities at i, and those at 
i become quantities at i-1 . The solution is thus stepped off 
until all the desired flow region has been calculatad. 
It should be noted that the Dufort-Frankel method re-
quire s information from two previous i steps. A standird ex-
p l icit method which only requires information from one previ-
ous step is used for a few initial steps to start the DuFort -
Frankel equations. Also , it has been f~und that th e initial 
stability requirements for the ordinary explicit method allow 
it to take larger ~x•s for the first fel steps and stil l pro -
duce good results. The DuFort-Frankel eq uations take over 
after the ~x steps for the o rdinary method are smaller than 
the D,X needed for the DuFort - Frankel formulation. A D. x of a 
constant multiple (explained in the computer listing in t h~ 
append i x, typically 0.65 for turbulent flows) of the bounda ry 
layer thickness has been found to lead to good predictions 
with the Dufort-Frankel eguations. Using the largest ~x pos -
sible means that f e wer steps will have to be calculated to 
cover the flow field and, therefore, less comp ut~r time will 
b'e used . 
DuFort-Frankel Finite Difference Equations 
,, 
The non-dimensional equation s have been set up to be 





l,J-- u. . 1) J 
(12) 
This finite difference form of the momentum equation i s a 
slight modification of a true DuFort-Frankel form ulation. 
The µeff i,j+l and Oeff i,j-l terms (from equatiJn · 1 3) each 
contain a ui,j which would be in a derivative. In a strict 
application of the DuFort-Frankel formulation, this should he 
tepresented by an average of U ·+l . and u. 1 . whi :: h woul d l ,J i- ,J 
lead to a slightly more complex s olution for U ·+l . • It has 
l. , J 
been found that equation 12 may be use1 3.nd will remain 
;:>table if the iJeff i,j 'S used are the 3.Verag e of )1eff i,j-l' 
a f . . , and a ff .. 1 of equation 13 . 
e f i,J e i,J+ 
16 
""'> I (U. . +1 - u . . -1) I 
r, ~ + " n-' l. ' J l. 'J .., ff . . = .., ' . p. . ~· . (/W + f:.Y ) e 1,J l,J 1,J 1,J + _ (13) 
The Dufor t -Frankel form of the energy equat ion is: 
" (T . +l . - T . 1 . ) (T . . +l - T . . 1) 
() . . u . . c . . 1 ,J 1- ,J + P v .. c . . l,J 1 'r 
l,J l,J p l,J ([0{+ + t:.X_) i,j l,J p 1,J (~Y+ + ~Y_) 
"' 
[ (Rj+l + Rj) (keff ~,j+l + keff i,jl (T. . +l - 0 • 5 (T. l . + T . l . ) ) l,J l+ ,J 1- , J 
~y+ 
" 
(R . + R. 1) (k ff . . + k ) (0 5 (T + T ) T ) l _ J J- e i,J eff i,j-1 · i+l,j i -1,j - i,j-1 
4 ~y 
+ 0 ff .. e l,J ( ]
2 u. . - u . . 
l,J+l l,J-1 
~y+ + ~Y_ (14) 
Since keff i ,j 
is a funct io n of temperature , statements simi-
lar to those about 1'.leff i,j apply and th e keff i ,j ' s used in 
equation 14 are ac tually the a ve ra g e of k ff· · 1 , k ff · · , e l,J- e i,J 
and keff i,j+l of equation 15. 
p .. "2 c " 1 . . 
keff i,j = k . + 
l,J 1,J E i,j 
l,j Prt 
(U. '+l - U. . 1) l,J l,J-
(15) 
17 
The continuity equation used in th? Dufort-Frankel 
method is: 
(R.+l + R.) ( ) 




l. I J 
+ (t)VR) i+l,j+l - (t)VR) i+l,j = 0 
6Y+ 
Standard Explicit Finite Difference Equations 
standard explicit form of the mom en tum equation 
the starting procedure) is: 
* {U.+l . - u. .) (U. . - u .. 1) 
u. l. 1J 1,J + p . . v. 1,J 1,J-
l. I j 6X+ l,J 1. I j 6Y 
(16) 
The starred term is used when V .. is positive, otherwise, to 
1. I) 
. maintain stability it is replaced by: 
18 
The standard explicit form of th e en e r g y e quation i s : 
(T. +l . - T .. ) (T .. - T .. 1 ) R U C l. ,J l.,J ~ V C l.,J l.,J-
tJi,j i,j p i,j llX+ + ...,i,j i,j p i,j l::,,Y 
(R. + R . 1) (k ff ' . + k ff . ' 1) (T .. - T . . 1) ) _ J J- e i,J e 1,J- 1,J 1,J -
4 l::,,Y 
+ 0 ff . . e 1,J 
Bot h i1eff i,j 
2 
[ 
u .. - u .. 1 ) 1,J l.,J-
bY_ (18) 
" and k ff . . a r e calc ul ated the sa me wa y 
e 1,J 
as in the Dufort-Frankel formul a tion , al t hou gh the avera qing 
is not r eally necess ary. 
Th e continui t y equation for t he ordinary e xpli c it met hod 
is: 
(R.+l + R.) ( ) 
J l\.X+ J (pU)i+l , j+l - (pu)i,j+l + (pu)i+l, j - (pU)i,j 





Method of Solution 
Once a ll the variables are known at an i-location , the 
explicit finite difference equations can be used, one at a 
time, to calculate each variable for all j's at i+ 1 . A 
skeleton flow chart is s hown in figure 4 so the orde r of 
calculation may be seen . The ordina ry explicit finite dif-
ference equations are used for the first few steps until the 
DuFort-Fra nkel equations take o v e r . The 6 x step for the or-
dinary explicit method is determined by a stability analys i s , 
and for the DuFort-Prankel metho d a constant multiple of t he 
boundary layer thickness has been fou nd to work well. The 
development of the equatio n for Pi+l in teems of qua n tities 
at i and i-1 will be explained l a ter . rhe finite differe n c e 




J.+ , J 
Since all the variable s are at the i and i-1 
levels, except for the pressure, they ar e all known, and U' s 
can be calculated for all j's at i+1 . Then, the solutions Jf 
the f ini te difference forms of the ener gy equation, 14 an d 
18, for T. 
1 
. are used to calculate T's for all j ' s at i+ 1 • 
1+ ,J 
The density is then fo un d as a function of the temperature 
and pressure. The V' s for all j's at i+1 are found by 
applyin g the finite difference forms of the continuity e qua-
tion, 16 and 19. Th en, all the variabl es are inc r emented to 
take the next step by making quantities at i+1 become quanti-
ties at i, and making q uantities at i b ecome quantities at 
20 
START 
READ fN MTA AND INITIAUZE 
CAI.CUL.A TE 6 X 
C.M.CULATE ri+t 
CALCULATE Ui+l, 's 
CAl.CULATE T.+l .'s 
I tJ 
CALCULATE V.+l • 's 
I 1J 
rNCl!MENT ( )i+l ,j .-( )i,j 
( )i • - ( >,_, 
I 




Figure 4. A sk e l e ton flow c ha rt of the computer 
prog ram. 
21 
i-1. Specific heats, viscosities, and theLmal c onductivities 
are then found. So, all the variables are a gain known at i 
and i-1 locations, and another step may be taken by repeating 
this procedure. It should be emphas ize1 that ea~h variable 
is calculated explicitly at each locati~n with all other var-
iables known in the equation being used. No itecations or 
simultaneous solutions are required. 
To obtain a pressure equation to be used with the 
Dufort-Frankel finite difference equations, equa t ion 12 is 
first solved for u.+l . and then multiplied by ~. . • This 
l. ,J l.,J 
equation is then integrated over the CLoss- se~ tion of the 
pipe or channel using Simpson's rule for integration. The 
term containing the u.+l . •s, which are unknown at this 
]. , J 
point, can then be replaced with the mass flow by usin~ th e 
global continuity constraint. since the pre ssure is only a 
function of the axial location, it can b~ f~ctored out of the 
integration and the following equation results: 
where 
" m= p .. u.+1 . dA = l.,J l. ,J J 
PC " 
A PA dA 
PA= 4 p .. U . . R . . (6Y+ + 6Y_) 6Y+ 6Y_ 
l.,J l.,J l.,J 
+ (ti.X+ + ti.X_) 6Y (Rj+l + Rj) <aeff i,j+l + µeff i,j> 
+ (t.X+ + t.X_) 6Y+ (R. + R. 1) caeff . . + µ ff . . i> J J- l.,J e l.,J-
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PB = - 4 ~ . R. 6Y+ 6Y (6X + 6X ) V. · (U. ·+1 - u1. J'-1) J.,J J - + - l.1) l.1) I 
+ 2 Pi,j (6X+ + 6X_) f),Y_ cµeff i,j+l + µeff i,j) 
(U. '+l - 0.5 U . l .) (R.+l + R.) + 2 Pi J. (tJC+ + tJC_) l. 1J J.- 1] J J I 
6Y+ <Ceff i,j + aeff i,j-1) (Ui,j-1 - O.S ui-1,j) 
(R + R ) + 4 p"~ . U. l . U. . R. (6Y+ + 6Y ) 6Y+ 6Y j j-1 l.,J i- ,J l.,J J - -
PC = - 4 p. . R. (6Y+ + 6Y ) 6Y+ 6Y 
l.,J J - -
This equation can then be solved for the pressure at i+1, 
since all the variables are known at the i and i-1 locations. 
To obtain a pressure equation to be used with th2 ordinary 
explicit finite difference equations , the above procedure is 
used, except equation 17 is used as a stirtin~ point instead 
of .equation 12. 
tion, p .. u .+l · J.,J J. ,J 
instead of P·+i · J. I J 
In the development for the pressure equa-
is being integrated over the cross section 
u.+1 . • J. I J The equation for u.+1 . l. I J was multi-
plied by Pi,j because the Pi+l,j 's ace not known at this 
point. Although integrating P·+1 . u .+1 . l. ,J l. ,J over the cros s 
section would have been preferred, it is not really necessary 
because the finite differ-ence approxim~tions requir-e a fine 
gr-id for- convergence, so the difference between the value of 
a quantity at two adjacent point s is ne~lig ible . An analyti-
cal expression was originally used for the pressure at i+1. 
The pressures calculated this way did n)t lead to good 
results. The present method was tried in order to keep the 
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arrangement of the difference equations as consistent as pos-
sible. very good results have been found using this method . 
The differential equations in cylindrical c~ordinates 
have a singularity at r=O. L'Hopital's rule was used to 
obtain expressions valid at the centerline. 
Wall slopes for temperature and velocity, which are re-
quired for engineering parameters like skin friction coeffi-
cients and Stanton and Nusselt numbers, are calculated from 
the velocities and temperatures already obtained from the 
finite difference solution by either a straight line fit be-
tween the wall and the first point out or a third degree 
polynomial rit using the four points nearest the wall. For 
the straight line fit, using temperature as an example, the 
wall slope is: 
For the polynomial fit, the wall slope is: 
~.th 
a Tl 
"Y = (PSA} T. l + (PSB} T. 2 + (PSC} T. 3 + (PSD} T. 4 O . W l., l., l., l., 
PSB = 1 + DYM + IIDf 
!J.Y DYM2 w 
PSC=- l+DYM+D™2 
!J.Y (1 + DYM} o™3 w 
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PSI\ = - PSB - PSC - PSD 
DYn is the multiplication factor used for the geometric gr id 
spacings in turb ulent flovs ( LlY. = DYM 6.Y. l ). !he equation 
J J-
for the wall slope is valij for laminar flow grids (equa l 
spacing) if DYM = 1 . When the slopes computed by the tvo 
methods close ly agree, then the y grid spaces are fine enough 
such that a good approximation for the wall slope has been 
found. 
Thermal entry cases require a fully devel oped veloc ity 
profile at the inlet. Por laminar flows, a para bolic profile 
can easily be generated , while for turbulent flows, a subrou-
tine (FDTV P) has been added. This subroutine solves the mo-
mentum equation with constant property and fully dev eloped 
flow assumptions. The pressure gradient term bas been re-
placed, by using a force balance, with a term involving wall 
shear. The resulting equation using the mixing len~th con -
cept is: 




In order to obtain a numerical solution, the above s econd 
order equation was transformed into a sy~tem of two first 
order equations: 






t d t + p R,2 ) ~ 
dr r 
2 ( µ -2 pR. F) 
The wall shear is determine d by using the Karman-Prandtl 
universal friction fac tor equation for turbulP.nt flow in 
smooth pipes. Knowing the velocity at the wall (zero) and 
the slope (from the wall shear), a solution is s tepped off 
using a fourth order Runge-Kutta procedure . Although e qua -
tion 20 could have been integrated once inalytically and 
reduced to a first order equation before b e ing solved 
numer ically , the above method was used beciuse a program, 
which was slightly mod ified to become subroutine FDTVP, was 
readily available to solve the equation as a first order 
system. Subroutine FDTVP has been set up s o differe nt mixing 
length models can easily be tried by changing subfunctio n F. 
This subroutine was very useful (and inexpensi ve) in findin3 
a mixing length model which leads to a good fully de veloped 
turbulent velocity profile. 
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The present computer program can b= used to calculate 
flows with or with out property variations. If variable prop-
erties are desire d, several models are available in the pro-
gram. The pertect gas lav, for which the gas constant must 
be input, is available for density vari~tions. Pove~ laws on 
temperature are available for viscosi ty , thermal conductiv-
ity, and specific heat variations. The constants which must 
be input for the power law (explained in t he computer listing 
in the appendix) have been determined by comparing the 
results of the power l aw with data tabulited in NBS Circular 
564 (9). Sutherland ' s equation, for whi:h the constants are 
input (also e xplaine d in the appendix) , is als o a vailable as 
a model for viscosity and thermal condu~tivity . The flu id 
property variations mentioned above are su ff icient for most 
flov situations. If other property variat ions or tables are 
require d , small changes could be made in the pro3ram to 
handle these cases. For the present analysis, the model 
which compared best with the tabulated ditl in NBS Circula r 
564 was used when the results of the present method were com-
pared to experimental data. For gases, Sutherland ' s equat ion 
was usually used for vis cosities and th~rm~l ~on1uctivities , 
the perfect gas law wa s used for density variations , and thP. 
specific heat was usually kept constant. When comparing to 
other predictions, their models were use1 . 
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Consistency and Stability 
Consistency and stability are major concerns when using 
finite difference methods. To satisfy c~nsistency, the solu -
tion of the finite difference equations must als~ be the so-
lution of the partial differential equations being appro xi-
mated . To satisfy stability , any errors, usually due to 
rounding off by the compute r, must not increase in magnitude 
as the solution is stepped off . 
Consistency is usually studied by usin g a Taylor series 
expansion an d observing the order of magnitud? of the terms 
bein g neglected by the finite difference equat ion s . The ne-
glected terms are known as the truncation error . Usinq the 
derivative of U in the Y direction as an example , t he trunca-
tion error may be seen fo r the standard e xplic it method : 
The truncation error for this formulation is the ord er of 6Y . 
The same derivative can be written usinq the Dufort-Franke l 
scheme: 
" u .. 1 - u . . 1 oU _ 1,J+ i,J-
ay - 2 6Y 
The truncation error he[" e is seen to be the or.-der.- of 6y 2 • It 
would be hoped that any truncatio n error is at most the order 
of 6y or 6 x , so the solution of the diff?rence equations 
would converge to the solution of the differential equations 
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as the grid s~acing is refined. This is truP. for all the de - _ 
rivatives being used by the present method, except the second 
derivative term in the DuFort-Frankel equations . This term 
can be written (for constant proper ties) : 
The t r u n ca t i o n err or m a y be said to b e th e o rd e r o f ( ~ I b.Y!-) , 
which would requir e that the mesh be refined in su~h a manner 
that b.X would go to z e ro faster than b.Y . Luckily the whole 
truncation error term is really a2u I ax2 (b.x2 I b.i2) , and for 
boundary layer flows a2u I ax2 i s negligibly Sm3.ll , so b.X could 
be the order cf b.Y and still satisfy th~ consistenc y condi-
tions. To do a complete consist~ncy analysi s , the truncation 
error must be found for every derivative in every e~uation. 
For var iable properties this wo uld be 1 laborious task. 
R. H. Pletcher (20, 21, 22) has s uccessfully used these 
finit e difference equa tion s for boundary layer flows , s o the 
an~lysis was never completel y done for the pr ese nt s tudy 
(more details are shown in reference (21)). The proof that 
the consistency conditions were s ati sfied can be seen when 
the results of the present method are compared to ? xperimen-
tal data and other predictions. 
To s tudy stability, van Neumann's ~:)n1ition ( 1A) wa s ap-
plied to both the standa rd e xplicit and the Du fort-Frankel 
eguations . This condition assumes an e rror of the form: 
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a.X i 8Y o .. = e e 
]. I J 
The eI:'ror o .. wa s substituted in the 1erivative terms for 
]. I J 
the dependent variable. The coefficients of the deriv~tives 
were assumed to be eI:'ror free to simplify the anilysis . 
Aft er I:'eaI:'ranging and taking the real part of the e~uation , 
it is desired that 
s o errors do not propagate in the direc tion be ing stepperl 
off . For the Dufort-Frankel equations, it i s found that the 
a bove condition is always sati sfied , so the methJd is always 
stable . FoI:' the ordinary e xplicit methoi , a ma ximum 
allowable step size { liX) i s foun d for which the e Eror will 
not grow and the solution will re main stable . The equation 
for 6X used with the ordinary explicit me th od is : 
(6X) max 
j=l,N [ 
jv. . j (R. + R.+
1
) z+ 
l.,J + J J 
U. . 6Y 2 $. . U. . R. 6Y+ 
l.,J - l. , J l.,J J 
+ 2 $. . U .. R. 6Y (6Y+ + 6Y_} ~ l 
l. , J l.,J J 
(R. + R. l) Z l J J-
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A 
where + z =max 
[ 
keff + k ff · · 1 ] 
(
"' A ) ( l. f J A e l. f J+ ) 
µeff i,j + lleff i,j+l ' ----''""'-..------'~-
CP i , j 
A 
z = max 
[ 
keff + k ff · · 1 ] 
<Oeff i,j + µeff i,j-1) '(---i__.._.,J....,,,...,--e--i-'~J--_) 
c . . 
p l., 1 
Even though certain assumptions were male to simplify this 
stability analysis, the actual proof th~t the eq uations will 
remain stable can be s een from the solution s obtained . 
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RFSULT S 
A compu t er pr ogram using the finit e diff?.rence eq uation s 
was de veloped to sol ve the turbulent int~ rndl flo w pr oble m 
with heat transfer and property variatiJn s . Th e pr og r a m wa s 
tested and debugged by comparin g the c .J.l c ulate d resu l ts with 
experim e nt al data and other pred ictions . The fi r st case to 
be te s t ed was l am i nar constant property fl o w i n t he e nt r a ncP 
region be twee n paral l el pl ates. As c an be s ee n i n f i qur es 5 
and 6, good agreement between th P pr es ent rn e thoi (resu lt s of 
the c o mpu ter prog r am ) and th e pr e diction3 o f Schlich t ing ( 2q, 
28), Bo doia ( 6), and Wa n g and Long well (34) , i s found for 
some velocity profiles and the pressure 1 r o p . Th ese res ults 
ve rifi ed that t he mo me ntum , cont i nuity , ~ n d pres sure eq ua -
tions in Cart esian c oordinates we re we ll f or mulated . Sin ce 
Wang and Long we ll solved th e ful l Na v i e c- Stokes ~qua tio n s , 
this s how ed that t he bo undary layer a s sumption s war~ val i d 
for t hi s prob l e m. 
To chec k the mo mentum , con tinuity , a nd pres s ur e eq ua -
tions in c yli ndr i ca l coordinates, a laminar co nstant propert y 
pipe f l o w case was run. Figure 7 s how s the aq re:me nt be tw ee n 
the result s for pr e s s u r e drop by t he presen t method an d t he 
pre diction s of Horn bec k (1 0 ) a nd La nghai r ( 12). 
Once i t was r eason ably certain that th e pro~ ra m was prJ-
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turbulent case was run. Several mixing l eng th mod els were 
tried, and the one described earlier in this paper produced 
the best results. Figure 8 shows the comparison between the 
present method and the data of Nikuradse (17) for a fully de-
veloped velocity profile on " law of the wall" co::>rdinates. 
Figures 9 and 10 show the res ults of the present method com-
pared to the data of Barbin and Jones (4) for several 
velocity profiles and the pressure d istribution in the inlet 
section of a pipe. 
To test the formulation of the energy equa tion, a 
laminar parallel plate channel case was run with constant 
wall temperature and uniform velocity anj temperature 
profiles at the entrance. Figure 11 presents comparisons be -
tween the present method and the predict ions of Schade and 
McEligot (26) for Nusselt number and wall to bulk tempe rature 
ratio s . 
A constant heat flux case for developing laminar flo w in 
a pipe wa s run. Figures 12 and 13 show compar isons between 
the present method and predictions of Binkston and McEligot 
(3) for Nusselt number, ratio of bulk tJ initial t empera-
tures, ratio of w a 11 to bulk tern per a tu res , pressure drop , and 
friction factor distributions al o ng the length of a pipe . 
Except for one point on the wall to bulk temperature plot , 
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Figur P 8 . Compa rison of th e present met hod with 
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Fi gur ~ 9 . Comparison of the present metho~ wi th 
data for con s tant pro pert y turbulent 
ve l ocity profil es in the inl et S8c tio n 
of a pipe . 
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Figure 10. Comparison of the present metho~ with 
da t a for pressure distribution for 
const ant property turbu l ent f l ow in the 
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Figu re 11 . Comparison of th e present me t hod with 
a prediction for Nusselt nu mbers anj 
wall to bulk t e mpe rature rati os for 
l aminar flow of air between constant 
tempe rature parallel plates with uniform 
ini t ial veloc ity a nd temperdturc profiles. 
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Figure 12. Comparison of the present method with 
predictions f or Nusselt number, bulk to 
initial tempe rature ratio, a nd wall to 
bulk tempera t ur e ratio distributions in the 
inlet section of a pipe for laminar flow 
of air with constant wall heat flux and 
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Figur e 13 . comparison of the present method wi th 
predictions for wall shear ~nd press u r~ 
distributions i n the inlet section ~f a 
pipe for la minar flow of air with constant 
wall heat f lux and uniform initia l velocity 
and tempe r a tu re pr o fi les . 
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A compi:essi ble laminar fl ttt plilt,, \''\Sl' ~)! V\n tHit-> :~ t 
(32) was run en the presen t progra m by c hdngin g the> p ressur~ 
calculation to give no pressure drop . Figures 14 anrl 15 sho w 
results of the present method compared to Van Dri est ' s pr e -
dictions for velocity and temperature profiles . Th e good 
agreem ent on the temperature profile veri fied th3t t he 
viscou s dissipation term in the ene r gy ~~uation wa s pr operly 
formul ated. Stanton numbers and skin friction coefficien ts 
calculated by the present method were within t wo to th r ee pe r 
cent of Va n Dries t• s predictions . 
Th e application for which this method has the greatest 
adva nta ge o ver other sol utions i s turbulent flow in a pipe 
wi th hea t transfer a nd property variatiJns. Figur:~ 16 shows 
Nusselt numbe rs calculated by the present meth od compared to 
the data of Mills (15) for turbulent flow of a ir in a pipe 
with co nstant wall heat f l ux . One case starts with uniform 
initia l temperat ure and veloci ty prof iles in ~hich both the 
temperature and ve locity bo undary layers de velop 
simultaneousl y. The other case, a thermal entry pro bl9m , 
start s wi th a fully de veloped veloci ty profile and uniform 
temperat ure profil~ . The ag r eement fou nj for these cases 
verifi ed the capa bi lit y of this method tJ calcula t e these 
flow situations. 
A couple of hig h heating rate cas es of Perki ns and 
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Figure 14. comparison of the present me thod with 
a prediction for velocity profile s f o r 
compLe s sible laminar flow of air o v~r a 
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Figur e 15. Comparison of the present method with 
a prediction for temperature profiles for 
compressible laminar f lov of air o ver a 
c onstant temperature flat plate. 
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Figur e 16. Comparison of the present method with 
data for Nusselt number distributions in 
the inlet section of a pipe for turbulent 
flow of air with c onstant wall heat flux. 
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were run. Figures 17 and 18 show results of the present 
method compared to the dat~ of Perkins and worsoe-Schmidt and 
predictions of Bankston and Mc~ligot (3) for wall temperature 
and pressure distributions along the axis of the pipe. 
Figure 19 shows the Nusselt number distribution calculated by 
the present method compare~ to the dat~ of Perkins and 
Worsoe- Schmidt . Part of the reason for the disagreement 
near the entrance is because the wall temperatures calculated 
by the present method are too high there , which causes a 
larger wall to adiabati= wall temperatur~ liffer~nce , which 
in turn causes a smaller convective coefficient and a small~r 
Nusse lt numbe r. Figure 17 shows results of the present 
metho d for wall temperature distributions for case 106 usin g 
two slightly different mixing lengt h models . One method uses 
the standard model, shown in eqJation 5, and the other use s 
the local density in the damping factor. Great differences 
are no ticed in the wall temperature distributions . This 
points out the importance of selecting ~ good turbulence 
model as well as the need for more work t o be done in this 
area. 
Figure 20 shows comparisons between the present method 
and the data of Back , Cuffel , and Massier (2) for turbulent 
flow of air through a tube with wall cooling. The results of 
the present method for both of their cases shown were so 
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Figur e 17 . Comparison of the present method with 
data and another prediction foe wall to 
init ial temperature ratios fo e tuebul ent 
flow of nitrogen in the thermal entrance 
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Figure 18 . Comparison of the present meth od wit h 
da ta a nd a nother prediction for pressure 
dis t r ibu tions for turbulent flow of nitrogPn 
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Fi g ur e 19 . comparison of the pr ese nt me thod with 
data for Nussel t num be r di s t r ibution s for 
turb ul e n t flow of ni trogen in th e th e rma l 
e ntranc e region of a pi pe . 
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Figur e 20 . Comparison of the present m~thod with 
data for a stanton-Pra ndtl number gro u p 
versus Reynolds number based on x for 
turbulent flow of air in the e ntrance reg ion 
of a pipe with constan t wall temperature 
and uniform initial velocity and tempera-
ture profiles . 
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A compcessible turbulent flat plat e case of ~ Pt'\l (16) '\t 
a Mach number of 6.8 with wall cooling Wis run . Fi;'}ur-e 21 
shows results of the present method comparej to thP data of 
Neal and predictions of Pletcher (20) , Van Driest (33), and 
Spalding and Chi (7, 30) for skin fciction and Stanton num-
bers. The predictions and data for this fi gure were founn in 
reference (20). It might be expected that the present method 
and Pletcher•s predictio n would agree exactly s inc e both use 
very similar finite difference focmulations t~ solv e thP. 
boundary layer equations. some possible causes for the 
slight disagreement (five per cent at most) are that differ-
ent methods were used to model the effe~tive viscosity, and 
the energy equation used in Fletcher's formulation is based 
on total enthalpy , while the present method uses static tem-
per-at ure. 
Figure 22 compares the present method with the data of 
Allen an d Eckert (1) for the convective coefficient distri bu-
tion for turbulent flow of water (Pr=7) in the inlet region 
of a pipe with constant wall heat flux. The goorl agreement 
indicates that the present method has potential for producing 
good results for flows in which the Prandtl number differs 
significantly from one. A turbulent oil flow case (Pr=75) ~f 
Malina and Sparrow ( 13) was also run. The predictions of the 
present met hod were not completely satisfactory for this 
case, so work is being done to see what the problems are. 
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Figure 2 1. Comparison of th ~ present method with 
data and othpr pred i ctions for skin fric -
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versus Re ynolds number based on x for 
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Figure 22. Co mpari son of the presen t method with 
data for the convec tive coefficient distri-
bution for turbulent flo w of water (Pr=7) 
in the thermal entrance region of a pipe 
with constant wall heat flux. 
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DISCUSSION 
The original problem being analyzej was steady laminar 
or turbulent flow through a pipe or par3.llel plate channel 
with heat transfer and property variations. A. simple modifi -
cation of the computer program enabled flat plate boundary 
layers to also be calculated. The agreement between the 
results produced by the present program and experimental data 
and ot her predictions verified that reasonable assumptions 
had been made in the analysis. The results for laminar flows 
indicated that the boundary layer equations applie1 , and that 
the finite difference formulations were basically correct. 
The computer program can then be used as a tool to test 
turbulence models. It was chosen to model the shear and heat 
flux terms ( equations 1b dnd 6b) with "effective" 
viscosities and thermal conductivities (as in equations 2 and 
7). Any turbulence model fitting this form can be tested by 
changing a sutroutine. Other models may be tested by modify-
ing the main program. The only model considered so far has 
been Prandtl•s mixing length rn~del. Several mixing length 
formulas were tried, and the one which produced the best 
reuults is shown in equation 5 using K=0.40, A+=26, the cut 
off for the "wake" r-egion at ~/o= 0.089, an1 a y+ evaluated at 
wall conditions. A turbulent Prandtl number (used in equa-
tion 9) of 0.9 has been found to produce satisfactory results 
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for all gas and water flow cases. 
The size of the grid is an important cons i1eration in 
any finite difference analysis s ince some of the approxima-
tions used are only valid in the limit as D.X :ind D.Y go to 
zero. For this reason a very fine grid {small D.X ' s and tiY's) 
woul d be des irable so that the so lution of the finite differ-
ence equations converges to the s olution of th e gove r ning 
equations which ar e being approximated . With a finer grid , 
more points are needed to cover the flow field , and more cal-
culations and computer time are required. So, to minimize 
computer time , the coarsest gr i d for w hi~h a g o od solution 
can be obtained i s the most desira ble. To determine the 
optimu m g rid spacing, a co arse grid may be used, and the n the 
solutions obtained with inc reasingly fin~r qrids may b~ com-
pared. When the solutions no l ongec change, the gcid spac in g 
is fine eno ugh s o that the s olution of the finite d iffe cence 
equations has convecged to the so lution ~f the governing 
equations . The grid spacing also affects the stability of 
the solution. Ins tability is caused by allo wing r ou nd off 
errors to grow as t he solution pr ogresses. 
The poten tial user of th i s program would probably not 
want to worcy abou t convergence a nd stability of the solu-
tion, so some general guideline s for gri d spa~in~s have been 
determined . These ace shown vith an explanation of the input 
at the beginning of the program listing sho wn in the appen-
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dix. An equal spaced Y grid ha~ wo rked well for laminar 
flovs, while a geomet r ic progres s ion on grid s paces with the 
finest part of the gri d near the wall h~s worked best for 
turbulent flows. The geome tric grid being used is such that 
6Y. = DYM /),Y . • The value s that may be used for DYM are 
J J-1 
explained in the c omputer listir g in the appendix, and are 
usually between 1.0 and 1. 15 to produce ~ood results. About 
40 or 50 grid spac es in th e radius of a pipe or half wi dth of 
a channel has bee n found to wor k in most cases. For 
turbulen t flows, t he fine g rid i s needei nea r the wall, be-
cause the velocity and tem pe rat1n:·e gradients are larger 
there, while a coa rse grid will d o near the cente r where the 
gradients are small . Also, it i s desirable to have a grid 
point wit hin the laminar sublay~r so t ba wall slopes may be 
calculated better. The standarl explicit method calculates 
its own x steps, and constant mul tiples (DXF) of tha boundary 
layer thi ck ness ha ve been found t o work we ll for th e Du Fort-
Frankel method. For turbulent fl ows, DXF is usually 0.65, 
alt hough 0.5 was us ed for s ome hea t tr-ans f er cases, and 0.3 
was used for the h igh heat t ran sfer case (case 14 0) of 
Perkin s a nd Worso c -Schmidt (19). Much la r ge r values (ex-
plained i n the ap pendix) may be t aken for laminar flows . 
The case of Allen and Ecker ~ (1) f~r turbulent flow of 
water (Pr=7) in a pipe showed t h.::i.t liquid s can be handled 
with the program. A case of Mali na and Spa rro w ( 13) was 
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tried for turbulent f low of oil (Pr=75) in a pipe . More time 
must be spent to find out why th e re was disagreement between 
their data and the r esults of t he present method. Some pos-
sible causes for the disagreement are that the grid spac ings 
must be refined mo re , a better turbulent model must be found 
for either shear or heat flux, the fluid prope rties coul d be 
modeled better, the ir data was mis interpr e ted, or the program 
may not wor k for some cases like this one. There is a good 
p ossibility that the cau se for the disagreement can be found 
a n d corrected so that the pr esent method can pro1uca good 
results fo r this case. 
The present pcogram will solve the ~oupled partial dif-
ferential equations in e ither cylindric1l or Cartesian coor-
dinates fo r two-dimens ional boun dary layer flows . rt can 
also calculate the necessary axi a l p r essure grad ients and 
satisfy total conservation of mass for internal flows . The 
program has been found to conserve mass flow fo r all internal 
flow cases to within half a perce nt. The viscous 1issipation 
term has been kept in the e nergy eq uation. Tu~bulent shear 
and he at flux term s ha ve been mo deled with " ef fective" 
viscosities and therma l conductivities, and different mod e ls 
may be t ested by chang ing only one subr~utine. Several 
boundary and initial conditions f or temperature and velocity 
are available to sol ve most pipe, paralle l plate channel, and 
flat plate flows . Small changes in the pcogram would allow 
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flows in annuli or flows with blowing and suction to be cal-
culated, although the results vould have to be tested before 
confidence could be put i n the predictions for these cases. 
Calculating flows ~ith area change looks promising although 
the radial momentum equatio n would probably have to be in-
cluded in the analysis. Se veral models for fluid properties 
are used in the program , and other models or tables may be 
added by making small chan ges. Good r~sults have been ob-
tained for laminar and turbulent flow of gases in pipes and 
channels and over flat plate s. Work is being done at the 
present to verify the results obtained for high Prandtl num-
ber flui ds. 
This analysi s has shown that the DuFort-Frankel type 
finite d ifference equation s are well s uite d to SJlve flows 
governed by equations of bo undary layer form. Except very 
near the leading edge, the Dufort-Frankel e quatiJns have been 
able to take much larger s te ps than the ord inary explicit 
method . Most turbulent flow cases with heat transf e r and 
property variations take about one minute, and never more 
th~o two, on the IBM 360/65. 
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APPENDIX 
The appendix contains a listing of the computer program 
which uses the explicit finite differen=e equations developed 
in this analysis to solve the boundary liyer equat ions for 
laminar or turbulent pipe, channel, or flat plate flows with 
heat transfer and property variations. 
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Main Prog~am 
The main program reads in the 1 ata , 
initializes all qu antities , c~ordinates 






THE FOLLOWING IS THE FORMAT TO BE USE J FOR THE INPUT CARDS. 
ALL FORMATS ARE 6Gl2.5 EXCEPT THE TITLE CARD WHICH IS 72H AND THE ONE 
CARD WITH l~TEGERS ON IT WHICH IS 811~. 













C TX( J) ,J=l , I t-.TI 
c 
C THE FOLLOWING IS AN EXPLANATION OF THE INPUT 
c 





=DENSI TY(LBM/FT3) FOR CONSTANT PROPfRTY FLOW 
.LE.O INDICATES VARIABLE PROPERTY FLOW 
=VISCOSITY(LBM/FT-SECl FOR CONSTANT VISCOSITY 


















.LT.O INDICATES VARIABLE VISCOSITY tDENS MUST BE .LT.0) 





C DEL YI 
c 
c 
.LE.O INDICATES FULLY DEVELOPED PRJFILE WILL BE USED 
= INITIAL STATIC PRESSURE (LBF/FT2) 
=RADIUS FOR PIPE (FT> 
=O INDICATES FLAT PLATE 
.LT.O INDICATES CHANNEL l~ADl=HALF-WIOTH 
=Y GRID SPACE NEAREST THE WALL FOR TU~BULENT FLOWS OR 
LAMINAR FLAT PLATES. FOR TURBULENT FLOWS, DELYI SHOJLD 








































TRANSFER Y+(2).LE.l FOR X/D 'S .GT.l 
=VAN DRIEST CONSTANT K {SUGGEST USING 0.40) 
= NORMAL VELOCITY COMPONENT TO WALL 
= MINlMUM Y GRID GEOMETRIC FACTOR (USED IN TURBULENT FLOW) 
A DYM OF l.04 !LARGER FOR FLAT PLATE> FOR INPUT IS GOOD. 
THE ADJUSTED DYM ( BECAUSE THE SPACES MUST FILL THE WYOLE 
PIPE OR CHANNEL) SHOULD NOT BE GREATER THAN l.15 FOR MOST 
CASES ll.08 OR LESS FOR Hl~H PRESSURE GRADIENT OR 
HIGH HEAT TRANSFER) 
=TURBULENT PRANDTL NUMBER (SUGGEST USING 0.9) 
=DELX/(BOUNDARY LAYER THIC<~ESSJ FJR D-F EQUATIONS 
FOR MOST TURBULENT CASES 0.65 IS O~. FOR HIGHER PRESSURE 
GRADIENTS OR HIGHER HEAT TRANSFER 0.3 OR LESS MAY BE 
NEEDED. FOR LAMINAR CONSTANT PROPERTY FLOWS, 
0.0008 TIMES THE TUBE REYNOLDS NUMBER MAY BE USED . 
MA Y NEED SMALLER OXF FOR HEAT TRANSFER. 
.LT.O FOR DXF INCREASES SLOWLY FRO~ IDXFI 
=MAXIMUM DXF IF DXF.LT.o, OR STARTING METHOD rs USED 
SAME AS DXF 
=GAS CCNSTANT R FOR DENSITY=P/RT 
.LE.O FOR DENSITY=-RCON 
=TEMPERATURElDEG R) FOR UNIFORM INITIAL PROFILE 
=WALL TEMPERATURE(DEG R> FOR CONST WALL TEMP 
=O INDICATES CONSTANT WALL HEAT FLUX 
.LT.O FOR TEMP OR HEAT FLUX INPUT ALONG WALL 
=SPECIFIC HEAT lBTU/LBM-RJ 
.LT. O INDICATES VARIABLE SPECIFIC HEAT 
=THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (BTU/HR-FT-RJ 
.LE.O INDICATES VARIABLE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
=WALL HEAT FLUX (BTU/HR-FT2) FOR CONSTANT HEAT FLUX 
=LAST I STATION TO BE COMPUTED 
THIS IS A SAFETY FEATURE. SET IEND HIGH (1000 OR MORE) 
IF A CASE MIGHT NEED MORE STEPS. ~OST CASES TAKE ABOUT 
400 STEPS 
=NUMBER OF I STEPS BETWEE~ OUTPUT 
.LE.O NOT USED 




.L E.O NOT USE D 
.GT.O READ IN ANOTHER CASE AFTER THIS ONE 
.LE.O THIS lS T~E LAST C~SE TO BE READ lN 
C NY 
c 
=NUMBER (MUST BE EVEN) OF Y GRID S~ACES I~ PIPE OR C1~NNEL 
SUGGEST USING 50. MORE MAY BE NEE~ED FOR SOME CA SES . 
.GE.O TURBULENT CASE c 
c 
LORT 
.LT.O LAMINAR CASE 
C NT 
c 
=NUMBER OF DATA POINTS INPUT FOR W~LL TEMPERATURE 
.LT.O -NT=NUMBER FOR HEAT FLUX 
C NS 
c 
=ICOUNT WHEN 0-F EQUATIONS START 





















OREX =VALUE OF REX BET~EEN OUT~UT 




.LT.O INPUT REX STAT IONS (N STA.LT.0) 
SAME AS OREX, BUT FOR RET 
SAME AS OREX, BUT FOR X 
=GEOMETRIC PROGRESSION FACTOR FOR REX,RET, OR X OUTPUTS 
.LE.O NOT USED 
OST OP =LARGEST VALUE OF REX,RET, OR X TO BE OUTPUT 





=VALUES OF REX,RET, OR X TO BE OUTPUT 
=WALL TEMP OR HEAT FLUX VALUES TO BE INPUT 
=X VALUES FOR TW(J) 
=AVERAGE VELOCITY FO R FULLY DEVELOPED PROFILE 
=DENSITY AT INITIAL PRESSURE AND BJLK TEMPERATURE 














































CREADING IN THE INPUT 
10 REAOlS,1001) 
1001 FORMAT( 72H 
1 
WRITE(6,l900l 
1900 FORMAT(' l') 
1901 FORMAT( 1 0 1 ,///) 
WRITE(6,l001) 





IF <OENS.GT.0.0) GO TO 40 
30 REA0(5, 1002 ) RCON,TSTART,TWALL,CP:ON,HTK,QW 
WRITEl6,100 2 > RCON,TSTART,TWALL, CPCON ,HTK,~W 
40 REAO(S,1003) IENO,IOUT,NSTA,KNC,NY,LORT,NT,NS 
1003 FORMAT(8110) 
WR I T E ( 6 , l 0 0 3 ) I END, I 0 UT , NS T A , KN C , NY , L 0 R T, NT , NS 
IF(NT.LE.O)NTT=-1 
NT=I ABS (NT) 
REA0(5,1 002 >0REX,ORET ,OXOUT,OINC,OSTOP 
WRITE(6,l002)0REX,ORET,OXOUT,OINC,OSTOP 
IF(NS.GT.l) DXFT=-1.0 
tF(OXF.LT. 0.0 ) DXFT=-1.0 
DXF= AB S ( DXF ) 
IF(NSTA.LE.O> GO TO 50 
RE AD ( 5, l 004 l ( 0 UT ( K ) , K = l, NS TA l 
1004 FORMAT(6Gl2.5) 
WRITE(6,1004) ( OU T!K) ,K=l,NSTA) 
CINITIALIZING AND NONDIMENSIONALIZING 
50 IF(USTART.LE.0.0) GO TO 60 
UO=USTART 
JOEL=l 




GO TO 80 
~ 60 READ cs,10021 uo,0D1,vv1 
WRITE(6,l002) UO,DOl,VVl 
BU=-1.0 
GO TO 51 
65 IFlTSTART.LE.0.0) GO TO 70 
TO=TSTART 
66 IFCRCON.LE.0.0) GO TO 72 
DO=PSTART/(RCON*TO) 
67 IF CVISC.LT.0.0) GO TO 75 
XVO= VI SC 
68 IF( CPCON. LE . 0 . 0 ) GO TO 76 
CPO=CP CON 
69 IFl HTK.L E.0 . 0 ) GO TO 77 
HTKO=H TK 
GO TO 80 
70 CONTIN UE 
C 70 READ TEMP PROF I LE , NO N-D I M, TO,BT=- 1 ,GO TO 66 
72 00=-RCON 
DM M= DO 
GO TO 67 
75 RE A0(5,1004lXVO,XVTO,AO,SPLV 
WRITE(6,1004lXVO,XVTO,AO,SPLV 
IF (SPLV.LT.0.0) XVO=XVO* l (TO/XVTOl**AO) 
IF(SPLV.GE.0.0) XVO=SPLV•SQRT(TOJ/(l.O+AO/TOJ 
XVTO=TO 
GO TO 68 




GO TO 6S 
77 REA0(5,1004)HTKO,HTKTO,BO,SPLK 
WRITEl6,1004lHTKO,HT KTO,BO,SPLK 
IFC SPLK .LT.0.0) HTKO=HTKO*((TO/HTKTOl**BO) 
IFCSPLK.GE.0 .0) HTKO=SPLK*SQRT(TO)f(l.O+BOITOl 
HTKTO=TO 
CCOMPUTING THE NON-OIMENSIONALllING CO~VERSION F~CTORS 
80 UCON\l=UO 
XCONV =X VO/lDO*UO) 
PCONV=CDO•UO•UOl/GCON 
OCONV=DO 
X VCONV= XVO 
XMCONV=(XVO*XVO)/(OO*UO) 
WRITE l 6, 1005) UCON V, XCONV, PCONV, OCONV, XV CONV, X MCONV 
1005 FORMAT('OUCONV=•,G12.s, 12X,'XCONV=',Gl2.5,12X,'PCONV=' ,G12.s, 
......i 
0 
l l 2 x' I' I OCONV = I' G l 2. 5' 12 x' I x vc ONV = • 'G l 2. 5' l l x' • XMC 0 NV=. 'G l 2. 5) 
IF(OENS.GT.O.O> GO TO 41 
TCONV=(UO*UO)/(GCON*XJCON*CPO) 













1006 FORMAT( 1 0TCONV=' ,G12.s,1 2x,•HCONV= 1 ,Gl2.5,12X, 'CPCONV=',Gl2.5, 
l/ 1 XKCONV=',Gl2.5) 
CSETTING THE Y-GRID SPACING 
41 N=NY+l 





GO TO 39 
38 F P=-1. 0 
RAD=O . l 
N=lOl 






IFlLORT.G E.0.0) GO TO 43 
DYM= 1.0 
DO 42 J=l,N 
Y CJ) = CJ- U *DEL Y 
DELYP(J)=DELY 
DELYMCJ> =O ELY 
DELYT(J)=2.0*DELY 
R(J) =XRAD-Y t J) 
42 CONTINUE 
Y( N+l)=Y(N- 1) 
R ( N+ l ) = R ( N- l ) 
GO TO 34 
43 OELY=DELYl/XCONV 
DELYP( l) =DELY 
OEL YM(l) =OELY 
DELYTC1> =2 .0*DELY 
Y( U=O.O 
47 DO 45 J =2 ,N 







R ( N + l I = R ( N- l ) 
YCN+l) =Y(N- 1) 
IFlFP.LE.O.O> GO TO 34 
IF(Y(N) .GE.XRAD) GO TO 46 
DYM=DYM +O. 00 5 
GO TO 4 7 
46 YCH=XRAD/Y(N) 
DO 48 J=2,N 
48 Y ( J t = YC H* Y ( J) 
Y ( N+ l ) = Y ( N-1 ) 
DO 49 J=2,N 
DELYP(J) =YCJ+l)-Y(J) 
DELYM(J) =Y(J)-Y(J - 1) 
DELYT(J) =Y(J+ l )- Y(J-1) 








1009 FORMAT( 'ODYM= ' , Gl2.5) 
34 WR1TE(6, l007) 
1007 FORMAT ( 'OY( J) 1 ) 
DO 5 2 J= l, N 
52 POUT(J) =Y(J) *XCONV 





DYM4= l. O+ DYM+D YM S 
PS B=DYM 4/( Y(2)*XCONV*D YMS > 
PSC=-DYM4/(Y(2)*XCONV*(l.O+OYM>*DY~Cl 
PSO=l.O/l Y( 2 )*XCONV*DYM4*DYMC) 
PSA=-PS B-PSC-P SD 
\I W=VWALL/UCONV 
IF(CH) 53,53,54 
54 IF (FP) 53,53,85 
53 DO 35 J=l.102 
35 R(J)=l.O 
8 5 I F ( BU • L E • 0 • 0 ) GO T 0 8 6 
U(ll=O.O 
UM(U=O.O 









IF(LORT.GE.O> GO TO 62 
00 63 J=l,NPl 
U(J)=4.0•Y(J)/XRAD-2.0*Y(J)*Y{J)/(XRAD*XRAD) 
63 UM(J)=U(Jt 
GO TO 61 
62 CALL FDTVP (U0,001,vv1,RA0,v,uuv,uuJ,UCONV,XCONV,NPl) 
UUY ( l >=O. 0 
UUJ { U =O.O 
U( U=O.O 
UM(l )=0.0 
DO 64 J=2,N 
C All P 0 l F IT ( N P 1 , U UY , U U J , Y ( J ) , U ( J ) ) 
64 UM CJ) =U ( J > 
U (NP 1 > = U (NH 1 ) 
UH ( NPU =U lNMU 
61 IF(DENS.GT.0.0) GO TO 99 
IF(BT.LE.0.0) GO TO 88 




IF(TWALL.LE.0.0) GO TO 90 
T ( l) =TWALL/TCONV 
HUll=TCU 
GO TO 88 
90 IFCTWALL.LT.0.0) GO TO 81 
Tll)=-(PSB*T(2)+PSC•Tl3)+PSD*T(4)+QW/lHTKO*TCONV))/P SA 
TM( l > =T ( U 
GO TO 88 
81 READ(5, 1002) lTTWlJ ),J=l,NT> 
WRIT E ( 6, l 00 2 t ( TT W ( J ) , J = l , NT ) 
READ ( 5, 1002) (T X{ Jt ,J = l ,Nlt 
WRI TE (6, 1002 )(TX(J) ,J= l, NT ) 
CALL POLFIT(NT , TX,TTW,OXOIST,Tl> 
IF(NTT.LE.0) GO TO 82 
T(l)=Tl/TCONV 
TM( U =Tl /TCONV 
GO TO 88 
82 T(l)=-lPSB*T(2)+PSC*T(3)+PSD*T(4)+Tl/(HTKO*TCONVlt/PSA 
TM(l)=T(l) 









IFCRCON.LE.O.O> GO TO 95 
92 IF( HTK.LE.0.0) GO TO 96 
93 lf(VISC.LT.O.O> GO TO 97 
94 lftCPCON.LE.0.0) GO TO 98 
GO TO 101 
95 DO 36 J=l,NPl 
D(Jl=l.O 
36 DM( J )=l. O 
GO TO 92 
96 IF(SPLK.GE.0.0) GO TO 56 
00 55 J=l,NPl 
55 XK(Jl=HTKO*(T(J)/HTKTO>**BO/XKCONV 
GO TO 93 
56 DO 57 J =l,NPl 
57 XK(J)=SPLK*SQRT(T(J))/(l.O+BO/T(J)) 
GO TO 9 3 
97 IFlSPLV.GE.0.0) GO TO 59 
DO 58 J=l,NPl 
58 XV(J)=(T{J)/XVTO)**AO 
GO T 0 94 
59 DO 78 J=l,NPl 
78 XV(J)=SPLV*SORT(T(J))/(l.O+AO/T(J)) 
GO TO 94 




GO TO 101 











IF(LORT.GE.O.Ol GO TO 103 
EXRF =0.5 
104 00 102 J=l,N 
XL(J)=O.O 
102 CONTINUE 
GO TO 110 
103 IFlBU.GE.0.0) GO TO 104 
00 105 J=l,N 
IFIBXL.LE.O.OJ GO TO 106 
XUJJ=VOK*Y(J) 
IFlXL(JJ.GE.0.089*Y(JOELJJ GO TO 107 




110 P= PSTART/PCONV 
PM=P 
PSO=P 
U ( N + l) = U ( N- 1 ) 
IF(USTART.LE.0.0) GO TO 111 
EVUJ=XV(U 
EV(2)=XV(2)+0(2)*Xll2l*Xl(21*ABS{U(3)/0ELYT(2)) 
DO 108 J-=3 , N 
EV(J)=XV(J) 
108 CONTINUE 
E V ( N + U =EV ( N-1 ) 
IFCDENS.GT.0.0) GO TO 115 
EK(l)=XK(l) 
EKC2l=XKC2)+0(2t•Cl2l*XL(2)*XL(2)*ABS(U(3)/DELYT(2)) 
DO 109 J=3,N 
EKCJl=XK(Jl 
109 CONTINUE 
EK{N+ll =EK (N-l) 
GO TO 115 
111 DO 112 J=2 ,N 
EV(Jl=XV(J)+O(Jl*XL(Jl*XL(J)*ABS((U(J+l)-U(J-l)t/DELYT(J)) 
112 CONTINUE 
EV ( U=XV( 1) 
EVCN+l>=EV( N-1) 
JF(DENS.GT.0.0) GO TO 11 5 
00 114 J=2,N 
EK ( J l =X K ( J) +D ( J) *C ( J ) *XL ( J ) *XL ( J l *~BS C (U ( J + 1 ) - U ( J-1 l ) I DEL YT ( J ) l 
l /PRT 
114 CONTINUE 
EK (ll =XK (l) 
E K ( N + l l = EK ( N-1 ) 
115 I COUNT= C 
SUMPO=O.O 




W2 =Y AB/YBl*(YAB/3.0-YAl/2. 0 ) 
Wl=YAB**2.0/(2.0*YA1)-W2*VAB/YA1 














TSTOP=OSTOP / XCONV 
RE0= (2.0*DO*UO*RAOl/XVO 
IF (CH.GE. 0. 0 I GO T 0 11 7 
XMDOT=2.0*SUMPO*DCONV*UCONV*XCONV 
GO TO 118 
117 XMOOT=6 .283 19*SUMPO*X HCONV 
118 WRI TE(6,l030lREO,XMOOT 
l 0 3 0 F 0 RM AT ( • 0 R ED= I f G 12 • 5 ' I ' • 0 MA s s FL 0 w = I ' G 12 • 5 ) 
XMDOT l= XMDOT 
lf(OENS.GT.O.Ol GO TO 116 
PR=XVO*CP0*3600.0/HTKO 
WRITE(6,1031> PR 
1031 FORMAT( 1 0PR=',Gl2.5l 
116 WRIT E(6,l0 16l 
1016 FORMAT(////,'l**** BEGINNING OF COMPUTATION LOOP**** ' l 





lf(OXFT.GE.O.Ol GO TO 204 
201 IF(ICOUNT.G E.NSl GO TO 202 
CALL DELXl 
DXF=DELXP/Y(JDEL) 
GO TO 205 
202 IFfDXF.LT.(OXFM+0.021) GO TO 203 
NS= IP 1 
GO TO 201 
203 IF(ICOU NT.E Q.NS) WRITE(6,1017l ICOUNT 
1017 FORMAT(///, 1 0*** D- F EQUATIONS STARTED AT !COUNT EQ UAL T0',16) 













CCALCULATING PRESSURE GRADIENT 
IF(FP.LE.O.Ot GO TO 235 
IF(CH.GE.O.O> GO TO 220 
XMDOTl=X MDOTl+2.0*0(l)*VW*DELXP*XMCONV 
SUMPO=XMOOTl/(2.0*DCONV*UCONV*XCONV} 
GO TO 221 
220 XMOOTl=XMDOTl+D(l)*VW*XRAD*DELXP*~.28319*XMCO~V 
SUMPO=XMDOTl/ ( 6.28319*XMCONV) 
221 CALL PRES 
GO TO 240 
2 35 PP=PM 
DELPT=O.O 
DELPP=O.O 
IFlJDEL.GE.100} GO TO 600 
CCALCULATION GF UP(J) 
240 CALL UVEL 
250 JDELlO= JDEL+lO 
KC=MINO(N,JDELlO) 
IFIJDEL.GE.N)KJDEL=N 
CCALCULATICN CF TP(J) 






H ( l ) = C ( l ) *T P ( 1 l 
GO TO 340 
320 CONTINUE 
TP(l) =- (PSB*TPC2)+PSC*TP(3)+PSD*TP(4)+QW/{ XK {l}*XKC ONV* TCON Vl )/PSA 
H{U =CCU*TP(l} 
GO TO 3 40 
330 CALL POLFIT CNT,T X,TTW, OXDIST,T l) 
IF(NTT.LE.Ol GO TO 33 1 
TP Cl >=T l/TCONV 
HCU =C CU*TP(ll 
GO TO 340 
331 QW=Tl 
GO TO 320 
CCALCULATION CF DP(Jl 
340 IFCR CON.GT.0.0 ) GO TO 350 
DO 341 J=l,NPl 
341 DP CJl =l.O 
GO TO 360 
350 DO 352 J=l,NPl 
OP{J)=PP/(RCON*TP(J))•ODD 
352 CONTINUE 
CCAL CULATION CF VP {J) 
360 IF(ICOUNT.GE.NS) GO TO 400 
DO 401 J=l,N 





OMJP =OM (lJ 





405 00 410 J=l, NM2 
OPJ=DPJ P 








UPJP =UP {J+l) 
UMJ=U MJ P 
UMJP=UM(J+ll 
VVl =(lRJP+RJ)*OELYP(J))/( 0PJP*RJP•D ELXT*4 . 0 I 
VV2=VVl*DPJP*UPJP- VVl*OMJP*UMJP+VVl*OPJ*UPJ-VVl*OMJ*UMJ 
VP(J+l) =OPJ*VP(J)*RJ/lDPJP•RJP) - VV2 
410 CONTI NUE 
VP(Nl=O.O 
CINCREMENTING 
451 IFlOENS.GT.0.0) GO TO 460 
00 452 J =l,N 
TM! J >=T!J) 
TlJl =TP(J) 
OM(J) =O (J) 
O(J ) =OP(J) 
452 CONTINUE 
Tl NP l) = TP ( NP l I 








CCALCULATING NEW PROPERTIES 
TW=XV(ll*Ul21*PCONV/OELYM!2) 
TWP= XVlll*{PSB*U(2)+P SC*U(3)+PS D*U (4)1*XCONV• PCON V 
IF(TW.LE.O.OIGO TO 60 0 
464 CONTI NUE 
UST=TW*GCON/lD!l)*DC ONVI 
UST =SORTlUST I 
00 
...... 
DO 463 J=l.N 
UPLUS(J)=U(Jl*UCONV/UST 
Y PL U S ( J ) = ( Y ( J ) *D ( l ) I ( X V ( l) *UC 0 NV ) ) * U S T 
463 CONTINUE 
470 JF(DENS.GT.O.Ol GO TO 490 
DTDYW= (T(2) - T(l) )*TCONV /( DELYM( 2 l *XC O ~V) 
DTDYP= t PSA*T (ll+ PSB*T(2 )+ PSC*T( 3 )+PSD*T(4)l*TCONV 
DHDYW= ( H(2 )- H( l) l *HCONV/C DELY M! 2 l*XCO NV> 
DHDYP= (P SA*H (l) +PSB*H(2 )+PSC*H(3)+PSD*H(4) ) *HC ONV 
DTTA=T( ll *TCONV- TO 
I FCOTTA.EQ.o . o ) OTTA=( l.OE- 50 ) 
HHA=-XKCl>* DTOYW*XKCONV/ DTTA 
HOX=HHA*DELXP*XCONV 
HIDX=H IDX+HDX 
HAVE=HIDX/ CXOIST•XCONV > 
IF(C PCON.GT.0.0) GO TO 472 
DO 471 J= l ,N Pl 
471 C(J)=(T(J)/CPTO>**CO 
472 lF(VISC.GT.0.0) GO TO 474 
I F ( SPL V.GE.0.0 ) GO TO 477 
DO 473 J= l, NPl 
473 XV (J) =(l (J) /XVTO)**AO 
GO TO 414 
477 DO 478 J= l,NPl 
478 XV(J)=SPLV• SQRT(T(J))/(l.O+AO/T(J)) 
474 lf(HTK.GT.0.0) GO TO 480 
IF( SPLK . GE.0.0) GO TO 476 
DO 475 J=l,NPl 
475 XK(J) =HTKO /XKCON V*(T(J)/ HTKTO)**BO 
GO TO 480 
476 00 479 J =l,NPl 
479 XK(J) =S PLK•SQRT CT(J))/(l.O+BO/T(J)) 
480 IF(RCON. GT.0.0) GO TO 485 
C DWRT(J) ANO OWRP(J) FOR NON-IDE AL GAS, GO TO 490 
485 DO 486 J=l,N 
OWRTlJ) = (- O(J) )/T(J) 
486 DWRP(Jl=D(J)/P 
490 IF(LORT.LT.0.0) GO TO 441 
CALL EFVI SC 
GO TO 442 
441 00 443 J=l,NPl 
443 E\l(J)=X\l(J) 
IF COENS. GT .O.Ol GO TO 442 
DO 444 J= l, NPl 
444 EK(J)=XK(J) 
442 CONTINUE 
CFINOING OUTPUT STATIONS 
500 IF(ICOUNT.GE.lENO) GO TO 600 
I F ( I 0 UT • L E • 0 ) GO T 0 5 0 2 
IF( ( ICOUNT-IOUT> .GE. I PRINT) GO TO 605 
502 IF (OXOUT)503,510,505 
503 IF( (XOIST*XCONV) .GE.OUTCK>) GO TO 504 
GO TO 200 
5 0 4 I F ( NS TA • LE • K l GO T 0 6 0 0 
K=K+ 1 
GO TO 605 
505 IF(XOIST.GE.TSTOP) GO TO 600 
I F ( X 0 I ST • GE • ( X DOU T +TX 0 UT> ) G 0 T 0 5 0 6 
GO TO 200 
506 IF(OINC.LE.0.0) GO TO 605 
TXOUT=OINC*TXOUT 
GO TO 605 
510 CF{OREX> 615,511,615 
511 IF(ORET) 615,200,615 
COUTPUT 
600 PRST=l.O 
GO TO 610 
605 PRST=-1.0 
610 IPRINT=ICOUNT 











DO 620 J=l,NM2,2 
YAl =DEL YP( J) 
YBl=DELYP(J+l) 
YAB= YAl+YBl 
W2 =YA B/YBl*(YAB/3.0-YAl/2 . 0) 
Wl=YAB* *2.0/(2.0*YAl>-W2*YAB/YAl 
WO =YAB- Wl-W2 
UOUNl =U(J)/UN 
UOUN2=U(J+l)/UN 
UOUN3=U ( J +2)/U N 






Yl= l - DUCNl 
Y2=1- DUON2 
Y3= 1- DUON3 
YYl= OUO~l*ll-UOUNl) 
YY2 =DUON2*ll-UOUN2l 




IFlOENS.GT.0.0) GO TO 619 
UT1=2.0•R(J)•U(J)*TlJ)•OlJ>*C(J) 












I F ( F P • G E • 0 • 0 ) GO T 0 61 8 
TMM-=TO 
UMEAN-=UO 
GO TO 623 
618 CONTINUE 




1 U.0/(CO+l.0) > > 
GO TO 623 
621 XMOOT=SUM3 
UMEAN-=SUM5*UN*UCONV*2.0/(XRAD*XRADl 




RED-= 2. O*DO*UME AN *RAO/ X VO 
IF(PRST.GE.0.0) GO TO 627 
IF(OREX> 661,660,663 
660 IF(ORET) 665,627,667 
661 lf(REX.GE.OUTlKt) GO TO 662 
GO TO 200 
662 IFINSTA.LE.K) GO TO 624 
K=K+l 
GO TO 625 
663 IF(REX.GE.OSTOP) GO TO 624 
IFCREX.GE.(POREX+OREX)) GO TO 664 
GO TO 200 




GO TO 625 
665 IF(RET.GE.OUT(K)) GO TO 666 
GO TO 200 
666 IF(NSTA.LE.Kl GO TO 624 
K=K+l 
GO TO 625 
667 IFCRET.GE.OSTOP) GO TO 624 
IFCRET.GE.(PORET+ORET)) GO TO 668 
GO TO 200 
668 IF(OINC.LE.0.0) GO TO 625 
ORET= 0 INC*ORET 
GO TO 625 
624 PRST=l.O 
GO TO 626 
































1051 FORMAT(' RADIUS=',Gl2.5,14X, 1 RE D=•,G12.s,ax,·~ASS FLOW=' .~12.5) 
1052 FORMAT(' X=•,G12.5,l4Xr'X/D=',Gl2.5,8X,' DELX=',Gl2.5) 
1053 FORMAT(' •,ax, 1 P= 1 ,G12.s,13x,•PO-P=•,G12.s,ax, 'DELP/DELX='1Gl2.5) 
1054 FORMAT(' DEL=',Gl2.5,1ox,•OELSTAR=',Gl2.5,12X, 1 THETA='• 
lG12.5) 
1055 FCRMAT( 1 TAU -ALL= 1 ,Gl2.5,16X,•F=•,G12.5,15X, 1 CF=·,Gl2.5) 
1056 FORMAT(' USTAR= 1 ,Gl2.5,13X,'JDEL= 1 ,11,16x,•1coUNT= 1 ,J7) 
ZZZ=CF•SQRT(REXl 
WRITE(6,2000) REX,RET,ZZZ 
2000 FORMAT(' REX= 1 ,Gl5.5,11x,• R= r=•,G12.5,14x,•zzz=· ,Gl2.5) 
XB=XVO•XDIST•XCONV/(RAD•RAD*DO*UMEAN) 
DPOl=OPDROP/(00*UMEAN•UMEAN) *3 2.174 
OPD2=2.0•DPD1 
WRITEC6,1060)UMEAN,DPD2 1 XB 
1060 FORMAT(' UMEAN= 1 ,Gl2.5,13X,'DPD2=',Gl2.5,l5X,'XB= ' ,Gl2.5) 
WRITE(6,2001) TWP,VWALL,XMDOTl 
2001 FORMAT(' TWP=' ,G12.s,15x,•vw=•,G12.s,12x, 1 MDOT1=',Gl2.5) 
WRITE(6,2002) CFH 
2002 FORMAT(' CFM= 1 ,Gl2.5) 
WRITE(6,1060) 
1060 FORMATl'O**U(Jl**') 
DO 630 J=l,KC 
630 POUTCJ)=U(J)*UCONV 
WR1TE(6,l06l)(POUT(J),J=l,KC> 
1061 FORMAT(' 1 ,lOG13.5) 
WRITEl6rl062) 
1062 FORHATl'O**VlJ>**'> 





IF (LORT.LT.0) GO TO 644 
WRITE(6,1063) 
1063 FORMAT('O**U+(J)*•') 
WRITE(6,1061) (UPLUS(J) ,J=l,KC) 
~RITE(6,1064) 
1064 FORMAT('O**Y+(J)** ') 
WR J TE ( 6 ,l 0 6 l ) ( Y P LU S ( J ) , J = l , KC ) 
DO 640 J= l, KC 
640 POUT(J)=EV(J)*XVCONV 
WR1TE(6,l065) 
1065 FORMAT('O**EFF VISC(J)**'> 
WRITE(6,106l)(POUT(J),J=l,KC) 
DO 642 J=l,KC 
642 POUT(Jl=Xl(J)*XC ONV 
WRITE(6,1066) 
1066 FORMAT('O**L(J)**') 
WRITE(6,106l)(POUT(J),J =l ,KC> 
644 CONTINUE 
650 IF(DENS.GT.O.O> GO TO 700 
CADDITIONAL OUTPUT FOR HfAT TRAN SFER CASES 
XVMM =XVO 




IF(HTK.LE.O.O.AND.SPLK.LT.O.O>XKMM =HTKO* ((TMM/(HTKTO•TCONV))**BO) 
lF(SPLK.GE.O.OtXKMM=SPLK*SQRT<TMM/TCONVl*X~CONV/(l.O+BO*TCONV/TMM) 
CPMM =CPO 


















































1071 FORMAT('O TMEAN=',Gl2.5,14X,'TAW=',Gl2.5,l~X,'RHOMEAN= ',Gl 2 . 5l 
1072 FORMAT(' MUMEAN=•,G12.s,11x, 1 CPMEAN= 1 ,G12.s,12x, 1 KMEAN = 1 , Gl2.5) 
1073 FGRMAT( 1 MUEOGE= 1 ,G12.s,11x,•CPEDGE='•Gt2.5,12x,•KEDGE= 1 ,Gl2.5) 
1074 FORMAT(' MU~ALL=•,G12. s ,11 x, 1 cPWALL=', Gt2.5 ,12X,• KWALL= ', Gl2 .5) 
1075 FORMAT(' PRMEAN=',Gl2.5,13X, 1 0TTM= 1 ,G12.s,12x,•0TTAW= 1 ,Gl2.5) 
1076 FORMAT(' DTDYW=',Gl2.5,12x, 1STMTW= 1 ,G12.s,11x, 1STAWTW= 1 ,Gl2.5) 
1077 FORMAT(' OTDYP= 1 ,Gl2.5,12x,•STMTP=•,G12.s,11x,•STAWTP=',Gl 2.5l 
1078 FORMAT(' DHOYW=1 ,Gl2.5,12X,'STMHW= 1 ,Gl2.5tllX,'STAWHW='•Gl2.5) 
1079 FORMAT(' DHOYP=',Gl2.5,12X,'STMHP= 1 ,Gl2.5,11X,'STAWHP= 1 ,Gl2.5) 
1090 FORMAT(' NUX= 1 ,Gl2.5,14X, 1 NUO= •,Gt 2.5,12X, ' QWALL= •,Gt2. 5 ) 
1091 FORMAT(' NUXMM= 1 ,Gl2.5,1 2X, 1 NUDMM='1Gl2.5,12X,'JTOEL=',17) 
1092 FORMAT(' HAVE=',Gl2.5,13X,'NUDA=•,G12.s,13x,•NUXA= 1 , Gl2.51 
1093 FORMAT(' REXMM=•,G12.s,12x, 1 RETMM=',Gl2.5,12X, 1 REDMM= 1 ,Gl2.5) 
1094 FORMAT(' NUDMMTAW=',Gl2.5) 
WRITEC6,l067 ) 
1067 FORMAT( 'O**TlJ)**'l 
00 652 J=l,KCT 





DO 654 J= l,KCO 
654 POUT(J)=H(J)*HCONV 
WRITE(6,106l)CPOUT(J),J=l,KC0) 





lf(LORT.LT.0.0) GO TO 700 
DO 658 J=l,KCO 
658 POUT(J)=EK(J)*XKCONV 
WRITEC6,1070) 




700 IFIPRST.LE.0.0) GO TO 200 





Subroutine DELX1 calculates the X 
step for the ordinary explicit metho~ 
based on the stability requirements. 
SUBROUTINE DEL Xl 
CCALCULATES DELX FOR STANDARD EXPLICIT EQUATIONS USED AS STARTING 
CMETHOD 
COMMON/MVAR/U( 1021,UM(1021,UP( 102) ,V( 102) ,~( 1021,EV(102), 






























Subrou t ine PRES calculates the axial 
pressure g ra di e nt s for pipe or parallel 
plate channel fl o ws. 
SUBROUTINE PRES 
C CMMON I MVA RI U ( 10 2) , UM ( l 0 2) , UP ( l 0 2) , V ( l 02 ) , R ( 10 2 > , EV ( 10 2) , 
l EK (l 0 2) , DC l 0 2 ) , C C l 02 ) , DEL Y P ( l 0 2) , DEL YT ( l 0 2) , C 0 E F P ( l 0 2) , C 0 E FM ( l 0 2 ) , 
2SMUP(l02),SMUM(l02),SKCPC102),SKCMC102),SP~AX(l02),SMMAX(l02lt 
30ELXP,DELXT,DELPT,OELPP,FP,PDROP,PP,PSO,SUMPO,CHPF,ICOUNT,N,NP1, 
4NMl,JOEL, KJ OE L, NS 
OIMENSJCN SUMl <102) ,SUM2( 102) 
NM2=N-2 
IF(ICOU~T.GE.NS> GO TO 220 
CSTANOARO EXPLICIT EQUATIONS 
U ( l) = U ( 2) I ( 1. 0 + ( l. 0- U ( 2) /U ( 3) ) *DEL Y P ( 1 ) I DEL Y Pl 2) ) 
IF ( U ( 1) • EQ. 0 . 0 ) U ( U = ( l. 0 E-5 0) 
AXX=O.O 















lF(J.EQ.l) GO TO 6 
UD l = l UC J )-UC J- U ) I (DEL Y P ( J- l ) *U ( J) ) 
CMl=(R(J-l)+R(J)l*lEVCJ-l)+EV(J))•lUlJ) - U(J-l) )/(2.0*DELYPCJ-1)) 
6 UD2=(U(J+l)-U(J) )/(OELYP(J)*U(J+l>) 
UD3=lUCJ+2)-U( J+U )/(DELYP(J+l>*U(J+2)) 
lF(V(J).LT.0.0) UDl=(U(J+l)-U(J))/(DELYP(J)*UlJ)) 
IF(V(J+l).LT.O.Ol UD2=(U(J+2)-U(J•l))/lDELYPlJ+l>*UlJ+l)) 




C Pl= ( R ( J) +R ( J + l} ) * (EV ( J ) +EV ( J .. l) t * ( U l J + l ) -U ( J) ) I ( 2. O*D ELY P ( J > ) 
C P 2= { R l J + l ) + R ( J+ 2 > I* ( EV ( J + l ) +EV ( J + 2) ) * (U ( J + 2) - U ( J + l ) ) I ( 2. O* 
lDELYP(J+l)) , 
C P3= ( R ( J +2 ) + R ( J + 3 l ) * ( EV ( J +2 l +EV ( J + 3) ) * (U l J + 3 I - U ( J + 2 l ) I ( 2. O* 
1DELYP(J+2)) 
CXl=DELXP*(CPl-CMl)/(DELYT(Jl*U(J)) 
CX2= DEL X P* ( C P 2-C P 1 >I (DEL YT ( J + 1) *U ( J + l l ) 
CX3=DELXP*(CP3-CP2)/(DELYT(J+2l*U(J+2)) 
DXl=C(Jl*R(J)*U(J) 




CXX=WO•Cx1 .. w1•cx2 .. w2•CX3+CXX 
5 DXX=WO*DXl+Wl*DX2+W2*DX3+DXX 
OELPP= (OXX-SUMPO-BXX+CXX)/AXX 
U ( U =O. C 




OEN= l R ( l )+R ( 2) ) * (EV { l) +EV ( 2) ) + 2. 0 *R ( l l *EV ( l ) 
SUM1(1)=2.0*CR(l)+R(2)l*(EV(l)+EV(2)l*U(2l*Dll)*Rlll/DEN 
SUM 2 ( l ) = 8 • 0 * R ( U *R ( l ) * 0 ( l) * ( 0 E L Y P { l ) * * 2. 0 l I { DE L X T * 0 E N l
RJP=R{2) 
RJ=R ( l) 
UJP=U(2) 
UJ=U ( U 
EVJP=EVf2) 
EVJ=EV ( ll 
DELYPJ=DELYPClt 
DO 221 J=2,N 
RJM=RJ 
RJ=RJP 













PA=-4.0*DJ*RJ * DELYPJ*DELYHJ*DELXT*VJ*IUJP- UJ M) 
PC=2.0*DELXT*DELYMJ* ( RJP+ RJ> * <EVJP+EVJ)*(UJP - 0 . 5*UMJ) 
PD=2.0*0ELXT*D ELYPJ*IRJ+RJM) * ( EVJ+E VJM)*(UJM-0 .5*UMJ) 
PE=4.0*UMJ*DJ*UJ*RJ*DELYTJ*DELYPJ*DELYMJ 
PF =4.0*DJ *UJ*RJ*OELYTJ* DELY MJ* OELY PJ 
PG=DELXT*DELYMJ*(RJP+RJ)*( EVJP+EVJ) 
PH=DELXT*DELYPJ*(RJ+RJM>*l EVJ+EVJM) 
PPP=4.0•RJ*DE LYTJ*DELY MJ* DE LYPJ 
SUMl (J) =(lPA+PC+PD+P E>*DJ *RJ)/(PF•P G+PH) 
SUM2(J) =(PPP•DJ*RJ)/(PF+PG+PH> 
2 21 C 0 NT I NU E 
DO 50 J= l,NM2,2 
YAl=DELYP(J) 
YBl=DELYPlJ+l) 
Y AB= YA l +YB l 
W2=YAB/YBl*(YAB/3.0-YAl/2.0) 
Wl=YAB••2.0/(2.0*YA1) - W2•YAB/YA1 
WO=Y AB- W l- W2 
SUMPl=WO*SUMl(J)+Wl*SUMl(J+l)+W2*SUMlCJ+2)+SU~Pl 
50 SUMP2=WO•SUM2(J)+Wl* SUM2(J+l)+W2*SUM2(J+2J+SUMP2 









Subroutine UVEL applies the finite 
difference forms of the momentum equation 
to calculate the a xial velocit y co mpo-
nents U.+l . for each j at i+1. 
i ,J 
SUBROUTINE UVEL 
COMMON/MVAR/U( 1021,UM(1021,UP(102) ,V( 102 l ,~ ( 102), EV( 102), 
lEK( 102) ,Of 102) ,C( 102 > ,DELYPC 102) ,OELYT<l02) ,COEFP( 102) ,COEFM( 102), 
2SMUP(l02),SMUM(l02),SKCPC102l,SKCM(l02),SPMAX(l02),SMMAX(l02), 
30ELXP,O ELXT,DELPT,OELPP,FP,PDROP,PP,PSO, SUMPO,CHPF, ICOUNT,N, NPl, 
4NM1 ,JD EL , KJD EL,N S 
lfCICOU~T.GE.NS) GO TO 40 
CSTANDARD EXPLICIT EQUATIONS 
IF(FP.LE.0.0) GO TO 20 
UPlNl=U(N)+(OELXP/(O{Nl*U(N))}*(4.00*EV<N>*fU(NMll-U(N)l/fDELYP(N) 
l•DELYP(N)l - DELPP/DELXP) 
GO TO 30 
20 UPf Nl =l.O 
30 UDEL=0.9999•UP( Nl 
UP(U =O.O 
UJ=U(l) 
UJP =U {2 1 
DO 35 J =2,N 
IF(JDEL.EQ . N) GO TO 33 
I FfUPCJ - ll.LE.0.99*UP( N)J KJ DE L=J 
I F(UP(J- 1).GE.UDEL) GO TO 32 
JDEL=J 
IF(J.E Q. N) KJDEL=N 




lf(V(JJ.LE.0.0) GO TO 31 
UP(Jl =UJ-DELXP*V(J}*(UJ- UJM)/CDELYPCJ-ll*UJ) - DELPP/(D(J)*UJ)+ 
lOELXP*CCOEFP(J)*SMUP(J)*(UJP- UJ) - COEFM(J)*SMUM(J)*(UJ-UJM)) 
GO TO 35 
31 UP(J) =UJ-DELXP*VfJ)•(UJP- UJ)/(OELYP(J)*UJt - DELPP/(O(J)*UJ)+ 
lDELXP•lCOEFPtJl*SMUP(J)*(UJP- UJ) - COEFMlJ>*SMUM(J)*(UJ-UJM)) 
GO TO 35 
32 UP(J)=UP(N) 
35 CONTlNUE 





40 IF ( F P. L E. 0. 0) GO T 0 2 4 4 
240 D~=D ( N) 
DELYMN=DELYP(N) 
U~=U ( N) 
EVN=EV( ~) 
EVNM=EV(N-1) 









RJ=R ( 1) 
UJP=U(2) 




251 DO 255 J=2,N 
lf(JOEL.EQ.N) GO TO 254 
lf(UP(J-l).LE.0.99*UP(N}) KJOEL=J 
IF(UP(J-ll.GE.UOEL> GO TO 253 
JDEL=J 
IFlJ.EQ.N) KJOEL=N 


































Subroutine TEMP applies the finite 
difference forms of th e energy equation 
to calculate the temperatures Ti+l,j for 
each j at i+1. 
SUBROUTINE TEMP 
COMMON/MVAR/U( 102) ,UM(l02J ,UP(l02),V<102J,R(l02),EV(l02J, 





IFllCOUNT.GE.NSJ GO TO 80 
CSTANOARD EXPLICIT EQUATIONS 
IF(FP.LE.0.0) GO TO 50 
TP(NJ=T(NJ+DELXP/(O(N)*U(NJ*C(N))*(U(N)*DELPP/DELXP+4.0*EK(N)• 
l(T(NMll-T(N))/(OELYP(N)*DELYP(Nl)l 




DO 70 J=2,NM1 
IF(J.LE.JTD> GO TO 90 
TTEST=ABS(T(J - l)-TOEL) 
IF(TTEST.LE.O.OOOl*T~EL> GO TO 65 
90 CONTINUE 
JTDEL=J 
TP(J)=T(Jl-OELXP*V{J)•(T(J) - T(J-l))/(OELYP(J-1)* U(JJJ+DELPP/ 
l( 0( J t •C ( J)) +EV ( J J *DE LX P* ( ( ( U ( J) - U ( J-l) JI DEL VP ( J-1) J **2. 0 JI 
2(0(JJ*C(JJ*U(J ))+OELXP•CCOEFP(J)•SKCP(J)•(T(J+l)-T(J)J - COEFM(JJ* 
3 SKCM ( J) *CT ( J J-T( J- 1) ) ) 





GO TO 311 
COUFORT-FRANKEL EQUATIONS 
80 CONTINUE 
IFCFP.LE.O.OJ GO TO 312 
TPtNJ=TM(NJ+(4.0*EK(NJ*DELXT*lTCNMl) -T(NJ )/( DELYP(N)*DELYP(NJ* 
1 U ( N ) ) + D El P T ) I ( D ( N J *C ( N ) J 





RJ=R ( 1) 
T J P=T ( 2) 
T J=T ( U 
UJP=U ( 2 J 
UJ=Uf U 




301 00 305 J=2,N 
lf(J.LE.JTO) GO TO 91 
TTEST=ABS(T(J-1)-TOEL> 
lFtTTEST.LE.O.OOOl•TDEL) GO TO 302 
91 CONTINUE 
JTOEL=J 




T JM=T J 
TJ=TJP 




























GO TO 303 
302 TP(J)=TP(N) 
303 H(J)=C(J)*TP(J}+UP(J)*UP(J)/ 2.0 
305 CONTINUE 
H(Nt=C(N)*TPCN)+UP(N)*UP(N)/2.0 






Subroutine EFVISC calculat es the ef-
fecti ve viscosities an d therm~l c onduc-
tivities for tur bulent flows. This sub-
routine may be changed to try jiff erent 
turbulent models . 
SUBROUTINE EFVISC 




2SMUP(l02),SMUM(l02),SKCP(l02),SKCM(l02),SP~AX(l02 >, SM~AX(l02l , 
3DELXP,DELXT,DELPT,DELPP,FP,PDROP,PP,PSO,SUMPO,CHPF,ICOUNT,N,NP1, 
4NMl,JOEL,KJDEL,NS 
COMM0"'4/MEF I XV{ 102) ,XK ( 102), Y ( 102), YPLU S{ 102), POUT ( 102 >, YPMOD( 102), 
lXL( 102) ,voK,DENS,PRT,Tw,usr,vWALL,UCONV 
BXL= 1.0 
00 468 J=l,N 




IF(XL(J). GE .O.C89*Y(KJDELl) GO TO 466 
GO TO 468 
466 B XL =-1 • 0 
467 XL(Jl=O.OB9*Y(KJDEL) 
468 CONTINUE 
IFlDENS.GT.0.0) GO TO 490 






POUT ( 1) =XK ( U 
00 494 J=2,N 
EK(J)=(POUT(J+l)+POUT(J)+POUTlJ-l)l/3.0 
494 CONTINUE 
EK(l > =XK(l l 
EK(N+U =EK( N-l l 
490 00 492 J=2,N 
EV(J)=(XV(J)+D(J)*XL(Jl*XllJ>•ABS((U(J+l)-U(J-1))/DELYT(J))) 





POUT(N+lt =POUT {N-1) 
POUT ( l) =XV ( l) 









Subroutin e POLFIT uses a s e coni 
degree curve to interpo late between three 
data points. It i s used when wall bound-















TO CURVE FIT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
INTERPOLATOR SUBROUTINE 
AX=X-INTERCEPT OF DESIRED POINT 
AY=Y-INTERCEPT OF OESI~ED POINT 
X=X-INTERCEPTS OF THE DATA POINTS 
Y=Y-INTERCEPTS OF THE DATA POINTS 
N=NUMBER OF DATA POINTS 
DIMENSION X(N),Y(N) 
I F ( A X • L T • X ( U ) GO T 0 l 0 









FORMAT(/ ' ****WARNING**** Y IS EXTRAPOLATED'} 
GO TO 16 
AY = Y(JJ) 
RETURN 
lf(JJ.EQ.2) 1=3 
XONE= X ( 1-2) 
XTWO':X ( 1-1) 
XTHREE=X(l) 
M= I 














Subroutine FDTVP solves the fully 
developed constant property momentum 
equation for turbulent flo ws t~ obtain a 
velocity profile. It is used for turbu-
lent thermal entry problems . 
SUBROUTINE FOTVP (U0,001.vv1,RAO,YM,UUY,UUJ,UCONV,XCONV,NPl) 
CCOMPUTES FULLY DEVELOPED CONSTANT PROPERTY TURBULENT VELOCITY PROFILE 










IF (OIF.GE.0.00001) GO TO 20 
WRITE(6, lOU F2 








TP= l. 0 





GO TO 6 




6 DO 1 I=l,N 
Rl=OELX•F<XClt,Y(I ),V( {),R) 
Ql=OELX*FP( V( I)) 
Q2=0EL X•FP ( V (I )+Rl /2. 0) 
R2=DELX*f(X(I)+OELX2,Y(I)+Ql/2.0,V(l)+Rl/2.0,Rl 
R3=0ELX*F(X(l)+OELX2,Y(l)+Q2/2.0,V(l)+R2/2.0,R) 
Q 3 = 0 El X * F P ( V ( l ) + R2 / 2 • 0 ) 
Q4=0ELX*FP( V( I )+R3) 
R4=0ELX•FlX( I) +OELX,Yl I )+Q3,V( I HR3,R) 
V(l+lJ=V(l)+(Rl+ 2.0*R2+2. 0*R3+R4 )/6. 0 
Y(l+l)=Y{l)+( Ql+2.0*Q2+ 2 .0*Q3+Q4 )/6.0 
X(l+l)=Xll)+OELX 
YEl l+l>=R-X( l+U 
IF(TP)7,l,l 
7 IF ( I.LT. l O l> GO T 0 l 
IF(l.GT.30l)G0 TO 9 
OELX=-2.0 
DELX2= 0ELX/2.0 
GO TO l 
IF(J.GT.3ll>GO TO 10 
OELX=-10.0 
DEL X2= OELX/ 2 . 0 
GO TO l 
l 0 OELX=-20 .O 
DELX2=0ELX/2.0 
l CONTINUE 








00 40 J=l,N 
IFCK.GE.NOl> GO TO 40 
IF lYPP(Kl.GT.YE(J)) GO TO 40 






RRR=UUY C NO U 
UMEAN=O.O 
00 50 J=l,N03,2 
YAl=UUY(J+l)-UUY(JI 










R E= 2 • 0 * C 0 l •UM E AN *R ~O IV V l 
WRITE(6,l02) UMEAN,RE 
102 FORMAT(' UMEAN= 1 ,Gl2.5,/,• 
RETURN 
ENO 
RE=' , G 12. 5 ) 
117 
Function F 
Function F is used in subroutine 
PDTVP. Different mixing lengths for the 
initial turbulent velocity profile may be 
tried by changin g function F. 
I 
FUNCTION Ftx.v,v,R> 
XLK=O. C89* R 
XPF=(R-X)/26.0 
IF(XPF.GT.100.0) XPF=lOO.O 
XPF= 1. O/EXP( XPF) 
XL=0.40*(R-X)•(l.O-XPF) 
IF(Xl.LE.XLK>GO TO 2 
XL= XLK 
OXL=O.O 
GO TO 1 
2 OXL=0.40*(XPF-l.0)-0.40•lR-X>•XPF/26.0 
1 F= l-2.0/R•l2.0*XL•OXL+XL•XL/X)*V*V-V/X)/(l.0- 2.0*XL*XL*Vl 
RETURN 
ENO 
...... ...... 
CX> 
